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Ask Not What Your Centre Can Do For You

Last year we had just over 100 members in our Centre. Thi s year

we hope to have an equal number of members, if not more. (Eac h year

the Centre always loses a few members, those who decide not to renew

their membership for the new year. Thi s year the situation may be

somewhat worse due to the fee increase. But , we always pick up a

large number of new members to replace those we lose; in fact, I

suspect that this year may be a very good year in that respect,

though I don!t have any statistics to prove my suspicions.)

So even with this turnover of a certain percentage of our member-

ship, we will still be left with 100-4 - members, the largest in our

Centre history. Th e question is, "What do we do with all those people?"

Just what is it they expect to receive for their dollars?

Last year's questionnaire clearly showed the answers t o these

questions, answers that are really no suprise to anyone. Hig h on the

list of reasons for joining th e Centre were; 't o meet people with

similar interests' and 't o exchange information and ideas with others1.

Also popular were reasons such as; "t o learn observing techniques1 and

1 to participate in group observing sessions1. (Eac h of these reasons

had between 60% and 75% of the 'vote'.)

To meet these needs we hold meetings (both of the General monthly

variety and the bi-weekly Observer' s Corner type), we hold group

observing sessions a s often as we can, and we also arrange for occas-

ional social activities such as banquets. Thes e are the ways by which

we get people together, so they can meet each other and 'exchange Infor -

mation and ideas'. W e do our best to make these get-togethers as open

and as lively as possible, and to make them entertaining and fun, not

just educational.
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For these activities to work well requires not only the efforts

of the organizers, but also YOUR participation. B y that we mean not

just your attendance, but also your own initiative to become 'involved1.

(I know, I know, this sounds like the same old fget involved1 spie l

you hear every day from a hundred other organizations an d government

institutions! Bu t let me explain.) I f you want to 'meet people with

similar interests', do you sit back and wait for someone to talk to

you? I f you keep quiet long enough it may never happen. Boring ,

right????? No , you have to take the initiative to break the ice, to

button-hole othe r R.A.S.C. members with your questions and ideas. I f

Joe Smith, for example, shows a few of his astrophotographs at a meet-

ing, and you want to know how to take similar photos, ASK Joe, or give

him a call; he won't mind answering your questions. Introduc e your-

self — an d in future keep Joe Informed about your astrophotography

attempts. Di d that first roll turn out? No ? Perhap s Joe can help

you again. Befor e you know it, you and Joe could become fast friends

and 'observin g buddies1.

Currently, we have several groups within the Centre working on

various projects: th e shopping centre displays and the observing sit e

are prime examples. D o you have any ideas on these? D o these projects

intrigue you? Woul d you like to contribute something t o them? Giv e

us a call and let us know. Introduc e yourself and let us know you're

out there. Workin g on a project with others can be much more satis-

fying than simply attending meetings each month — bu t of course, it's

also a lot more work! However , th e benefits you get out of the R.A.S.C.

will be directly proportional t o what you are prepared to put in.

That's why we say "Ask not what your Centre can do for you, but rather

what you can do for your Centre." ( A cliche perhaps, but true.)

Finally, keep In mind that everyone in the Centre was once a
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stranger to the rest of the group. I t Is only through the initiative

and hard work of everyone Involved tha t we have come to know each

other. Th e most important benefits you can get out of the R.A.S.C.

are friendships, and that requires your efforts just as much as it

does the work of others.

Alan Dyer

ED/TOR'S MESSAGE
A meeting of the minds took place a few weeks ago, during which

the format and future of STARDUST was discussed. Tw o major item s

were examined — th e shape of this newsletter, and the possibility

of returning t o a permanent cover of some sort. Despit e the desires

of the membership to see a change to the 8% x 11 format, it was

decided that higher mailing costs and Increased production time did

not compensate for the fstorability' of a magazine-style format.

The other formats discussed were the one used now (8* 5 x 14 folded)

and an 8^ x 11 folded format (used by a few other Centres). O n a

split vote it was decided to keep things as they are for now.

On the question of a permanent cover, it was thought that such

an item would be a nice addition to the looks of STARDUST. Th e cost

of printing a black and white cover (one side, on heavy stock) is

not large, especially if a long run (2 or 3 years worth of covers) IB

done. Obviously , that's a long time to live with something, so any

permanent cover should be nice to look at. Thi s is something that

will probably pop up again at a later date, so perhaps you should

give a cover some thought. Woul d a photo montage look nice, or just

one photo, or an artwork piece, or ?

Again, thanks to all who contributed to this issue. Deadlin e

for the April edition is the meeting of March 12. Pleas e try and

have all material in to me by then (o r within a few days thereafter) .

Paul Deans
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PLANETARIUM NEWS
As most of you probably know by now, Alan Dyer has resigned fro m

the position of Education Director. H e will certainly be missed,

especially in the area of audio production. A s well as writing and

presenting school shows, Alan prepared all the audio tracks for the

public shows, and also wrote a variety of public programmes. Th e

position will be a tough one to fill, but hopefully someone will be

appointed as Education Director by the end of the month.

"Fire in the Sky" continues In the Planetarium Star Theatre

until (are you ready for this...) APRIL l! Th e show has been slightly

modified throug h the alteration of th e mini-show tha t preceeds the

main feature. Unti l the 26th of February, safe eclipse watching wa s

the topic of the short. However , now there is a brief description of

what happened on tha t auspicious date both here in Edmonton and all

along th e path of totality.

From April 3 to 16 inclusive, our look at the spring sky is

offered. "Th e Heart of the Lion" is a two week night sky show designed

to let us install our next major production. Tha t next production was

to be "Sky Frontiers", but with Alan's departure we found tha t it would

be impossible to have the show ready in tine. So , on April 17 , watch

for the return of "New Worlds Are Coming", a show we ran in the spring

of 1976 , "Ne w Worlds Are Coming" is a look at speculations on space

travel from ancient authors to today's modern thinkers. Th e programme

ends with some future speculation of our own.

Paul DeansMEETING SUMMAR Y
The regular meeting of February 12, 1979 was held at the Queen

Elizabeth Planetarium at 8:00 pm . Th e meeting was called t o order by
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the Vice-President. Th e Treasurer introduce d one new member. Ala n

Dyer discussed revisions of the bylaws that were suggested by the

National Secretary.

An observing session was announced for Buck Mountain on Feb. 19.

All those interested were to meet at the Southgate Shopping Centre at

5:00 pm. Lor i Walton requested photos for the shopping centre display.

The feature for the evening was a series of talks presented by

members of the Observing Group: Te d Cadien, Darrell Cross, Dave

Holmgren, Dave Beal, Alan Dyer, and Lori Walton.

The next meeting will be held on March 12, at which time the

guest speaker will be David Rodger, Director of the H.R. MacMilla n

Planetarium in Vancouver.

Ivan Rogers

SOL III
Radio astronomers have identified about fifty discrete chemical

compounds in interstellar space of which about 45 have biological

affinities. Unfortunatel y the data from infrared astronomy is not

quite so clear and the infrared spectra of interstellar compounds

appear to be the result of a mixture of complex and unspecific chem-

icals rather than individual compounds. Indeed , Carl Sagan and

another worker have just published a paper that demonstrates a rough

match between interstellar spectra and the spectra obtained with the

brownish soli d residue s formed in the now-classic process of irrad-

iating with ultraviolet light or discharging a spark through a mixture

of such gases as methane, water vapour, ammonia, etc. Saga n proposes

a new name: tholi n (Gree k for 'muddy1) for the brown substance but

biochemists are likely t o continue calling it 'gunge1.

(Nature, Vol. 227, p. 102 )

At the recent annual meeting of the American Association fo r the
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Advancement of Science in Houston, noted biochemist Cyril Ponnamperuma

of the Laboratory of Cehmical Evolution at the University of Maryland

reported tha t he had found evidence of fossils i n 3.9 billion yea r old

sedimentary rocks from Greenland. I f his preliminary analysis prove s

to be correct then only about half a billion years passed between the

birth of the Solar System and the first appearance of life as cells.

(New Scientist, Vol 81, p75)

Thanks to Pioneer 10, we have known since 1973 that bursts of

electrons detected on Earth coming from space have their origin at

Jupiter. V/ e now know tha t these electrons travel along interplanetary

magnetic field lines out as far as Saturn's orbit. Bu t even more

impressive is the fact that Jupiter's electrons have now been detected

by the sun-circling Helio s 1  and 2 probes only 0.3 astronomical units

from the sun. Eve n at this distance, the Jovian electrons are more

intense than the sun's own electron outpourings excep t during periods

of large solar eruptions.

(Science News , Vol. 115 , p25) Anthon y Whyte

50 & 10 0 YEAR S AG O
March, 192 9

"Lick Observatory Bulletin No. 407 contains an investigation of

, the spectra of minor planets by Mr. N.T. Bobrovnikoff who used a one-

prism spectrograph on the 36 inch refractor. Ther e is evidence of

difference of composition of different planets; thus Ceres i s bluer

than Vesta, the maximum intensity of the latter being much further

towards the red end. I t has been deduced by both changes of light

and of spectrum that Vesta rotates in 5h 55m. Th e suggestion is made

in the article tha t minor planets may be comets that have lost their

gaseous envelope; but it should be remembered that Halley's Comet was
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invisible when in transit over the sun in May, 1910, whereas any

solid body of even a few miles in diameter would have been detected,

the comet being near the earth."

March, 1879 :

"In the very interesting report of the "Luminous Meter o Commit-

tee" of the British Association for 1877-78, we find a note by Capt.

G. L. Tupman, referring to a fireball seen on November 27, 1877,

which he considers to have been moving in a nearly circular orbit,

with short periodic time....Capt. Tupman remarking that such favour-

able conditions for inferring the orbit of a meteor may rarely hap-

pen, points out the number and detailed accuracy of the sighting

reports and the length of the meteor's visibility.

Edited from Nature. Anthon y White

Spaceflight, Colonization and Independence - A Precis*

Once the basic technological and biological barriers are broken,

the basic determinant of starship design and crew selection will be

the precise purpose and destination of the journey. Th e entire mis-

sion, including supporting activities, must be conceived as a system

and designed as an integrated whole. A s in the case of an inter-

stellar probe, mission design must start with the objective and work

backward. I s it to be a scout ship with a small crew, an one-wa y

mission to plant a colony on an Earth-like planet, or a large space

ark heading for a system without inhabitable planets?

Scout and research ships are conceivable, especially i f advances

in propulsion allow a round-trip capability. Th e question is whether

manned reconnaissance is worth the greater expense and greater risk.

^Originally published i n Journ. Brit. Interplan. Soc., Vol 30, No 3
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Much of the work of a scout ship could be accomplished by cheaper,

less massive, one-way probes equipped with appropriate sensors and

directed by onboard artificial intelligences;^particularly in the

early days of interstellar flight when the mass of the payload will

be a crucial factor.

Manned interstellar flight, at least at the beginning, is most

likely to consist of one-way missions designed for one basic purpose:

the colonization of other systems. One-wa y missions, since they

would not require fuel or consumables for a return journey, could

carry a larger payload of colonists and supplies, improving the

prospects for a successful colonization. Perhap s more important,

colonizing missions would have more public interest and support than

scout ships .

There may be a transitional type of mission in which an one-way

manned scout ship would study a target system, report its findings to

the colonization authority , and then remain in the target system to

await the arrival of a colonizing mission , to establish its own small

colony if possible, or to await the death of its crew. I n any case,

a full colonizing mission need not wait for the return of a scout

ship, but could leave after the radio report had been received .

Michael MichaudDISPLAYS
In last month's Stardust Lori Walton described each of 18 display

panels that will form the major par t of our travelling astronomica l

exhibit. Alon g with these descriptions was a general request for any

anc* all astrophotographs taken by various Edmonton Centre members to

be used in illustrating different cellestial objects. (Pleas e refer

to the February Stardust for further details and don't forget to call
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either Andrew Lowe (998-2624) or Lori Walton (435-2435) if you wish to

pledge some of your photographs for display use.) All the photographs

^ receive d from Centre members, whether in the form of negatives, slides

or prints, will be copied or printed and the originals returned to

the owner as soon as possible. Th e display itself will primarily make

use of B & W and color (Cibachrome ) prints prepared from original

slides and negatives.

However, the question for the Shopping Centre Display group has

become one of money. W e have a very good idea of what the entire

project will cost, since most of the boards have been designed on

paper. Bu t to firm up the estimates more precisely, the group is

currently working on a detailed budget for all aspects of the display:

construction materials, etc. This budget should be ready for

inclusion i n the April editon of STARDUST and for discussion a t the

April General Meeting.

The anticipated cost for the project falls into the area of

"Centre Expenditures" - ie. over $200.00 and any expenditure over

$200. require not only the approval of Council but also the approval

of the membership present at a General Meeting. Also , the membership

•JF mus t be given at least 30 days written notice of such a proposed

expenditure and of the vote it requires to authorize it.

Therefore, we are providing official noted NOW of the following

motion which will be made at the April 9th General Meetin'g:

MOTION: Tha t the Centre membership authorize th e expenditure of up1

to $800.00 from the General Administration Fund for the purposes of

constructing and maintaining a n Edmonton Centre astronomical exhibit

designed t o tour Chopping centres, bj4.t<.tfra£ . these funds shall be •
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alotted only if at least 50% of the total cost of the display

project can be reimbursed to the Centre from grants from outside

sources, making th e maximum cost to the Centre fo r this project no

more than $400. Also , the Shopping Centre,Display group should

understand tha t they shall be required t o minimize th e cost of the

project wherever possibl e and that the figures stated are upper

limits on spending only which are not t o be exceeded under any

circumstances. Also , be it moved tha t these funds as specified shal l

be available for the purposes outlined only up until Dec. 31 , 1979,

after which date Centre funding for the shopping centre displays

shall close. An y additional funds tha t are required after that date

for the purpose o f constructing and maintaining th e displays shall

be re-negotiated with the Centre out of the Centre's 1980 budget.

Whew! Th e grants we spoke of are possible grants from Alberta

Culture and/or from the Local Projects Fund of the RASC National

Office. Befor e we can apply for grants, thought, we have to

prepare a very clear budget and project justification. Also , we

can't begin to spend our own Centre money until we are assured of

reception of a grant to defray the costs.

$800. may seem a lot of money, but if properly managed, will

ensure that the finished exhibi t is very professional i n appearance.

This is important since not only does it put the Edmonton Centre

RASC in the best possible ligh t in the eyes of the general public,

but als o i n the eyes of the folks who manage th e various shoppin g

centres. Th e Edmonton Centre Garden Court downtown for example, has

indicated they would welcome us for a two-week stay , but only if the

exhibit was well-prepared.

More information on the costs and benefits of this project will
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appear in next month's STARDUST so that the membership can be better

prepared t o cast their collective vote on the "funding motion" at the

April 9 meeting. W e should also add that the motion for funding the

displays was approved by Council at the Feb. 19 Council Meeting .

Alan DyerSTARNIGHT
Each year the Edmonton Centre RASC and the Queen Elizabeth

Planetarium join forces to organize "Starnight" - an observing sessio n

held i n grand style where the general public is invited to come out

to see the real sky. Th e object is to have as many telescopes as

possible set up and directed to as many different celestial targets

as can be seen. The n we add loads and loads of people with lots of

questions for all the RASC members present - all in all it makes for

some evenings of incredible fun and satisfaction for everyone

concerned, both the organizers and the audience. (Les t you think

that the general public are too ignorant about astronomy to bother

with, an hour or two at Starnight will set you straight. Man y of the

questions and comments are very knowledgeable. Ther e are a lot of

people out there who know a lot about astronomy and telescopes and

- don't even belong to the R.A.S.C.! Imagin e that! Starnigh t is a

good chance t o meet these and many more people.)

This year we are holding Starnigh t on the evenings o f Saturday,

April 7 and Sunday, April 8, starting around 7:30 P.M. eac h night.

We will have a near first-quarter moon to look at as well as Jupiter

and Saturn, three very impressive objects for the novice observer .

The place - Coronation Park, in front of the Planetarium .

We want t o see as many RASC members as possible at Starnight,

not only to answer questions and look intelligent (! ) but also to
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man telescopes (or should tha t be "person" telescopes?) S o if you

have a telescope bring it along. W e need many different kinds of

telescopes present in a variety of sizes. Electrica l power for

drives will be available.

In addition, the Planetarium will be running free night sky

mini-shows i n the theatre, plus astronomical films and videotapes in

the lobby and outside.

All we need is good weather! Las t year was cloudy, but still

300 people turned out over both nights. Th e year before was superb

and 800 - 900 happy folks were treated to first-hand glimpse s of the

wonders of the heavens.

At the March General Meeting a sign-up shee t will be passed

around to get a listing of who can help out on Starnight planning,

who can bring what telescopes, etc .

Starnight is an excellent way to obtain new members for the

Centre. A t last count we had 97 paid-up members this year; after

Starnight we should have well over a hundred. Mayb e we can hit 120

this year?

More information on Starnight will be contained in the April

edition of STARDUS T ,  but the March General Meeting is the last

G.M. until the April 7 -8 weekend. Needles s to say, it will also

be an important topic at forth coming Observer's Corner Meetings

as well.

Interest in astronomy i s very, very high these days, so barring

inclement weather and with some good advertising, there should be no

trouble at all in getting a couple of thousand people out to see the

stars. Bu t with that kind of anticipated turnou t we111 need all the

RASC people and telescopes we can muster. S o mark it down on your
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calendar and make a point of attending.

Alan Dyer

Over the past 4 months, we have been holding a series of

Astrophotography workshops as an added feature of the bi-weekly

Observer's Corner meetings. I n 7 sessions we have covered in

reasonable detail each of the following areas :

1. Basi c Unguided Astrophotography

2. Prim e Focus Lunar and Solar Photo

3. Eyepiec e Projection Planetar y Phot o

4. Piggy-backe d Deep-Sky Photo

5. Prim e Focus Deep-Sky Photo

6. Eclips e Photography

7. Exoti c Techniques

The last workshop was held at the Feb. 18 Observer's Corner. W e

advertised this programme of workshops i n a couple of issues in .

STARDUST over the past few months, and we hope that everyone who

wished t o participate in them was able to do so. Certainly , over the

past few months, the astrophotography activity in the Centre has

increased considerably, and the quality of results has been very good.

The emphasis has been "Start simple and work your way up" and the

results have shown that even with the most basic of techniques some

very spectacular photos can be obtained.

However, for those members who are interested in learning about

astrophotography and who were not able to attend the workshops, pleas e

feel free to give me a call. Pleas e don't expect me or anyone else to

give you a complete A - to - Z lesson on astrophotography over the
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phone, but I will do my best to answer any specific questions you

might have or solve any particular problems. I f I cannot answer your

question, I'll try to pass you onto another member in the Centre who

might be able to help you, since several members are quite adept in

certain specialized areas of astrophotography.

Alan Dyer

UPCOMING
The next General Meeting of the Edmonton Centre takes place

Monday, March 12, 1979 at the Planetarium startin g at 8:00 P.M . A t

that time we will be very privileged to have as our guest speaker Mr.

David Rodger, Curator of the H. R. MacMillan Planetariu m i n Vancouver.

David comes to us as our exchange speaker from the Vancouver Centre,

R.A.S.C. (Las t year you may recall Ken Hewitt-White's visit from the

Vancouver Centre and the excellent talk he presented.) Late r in May

or June we will be sending someone t o Vancouver to speak at one of

their meetings as part of our mutual exchange of speakers .

David Rodger's talk is entitled "Megaliths and Medicine Wheels"

and he sends us this summary of what promises to be a fascinating and

well-illustrated presentation:

"At various locations acros s the Canadian Prairies and the Western

Plains o f the U.S. are located peculiar arrangements of rocks. Thes e

arrangements, known as medicine wheels are believed to be many

hundreds, even thousand s o f years old. I n recent years some

astronomers, especially Jack Eddy of the University of Colorado, have

suggested that at least some of the medicine wheels were constructed

so as to permit observations o f significant astronomica l events , such

as the rising of the sun on the summer solstice. Attempt s to confirm
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this at the Moose Mountain Medicine Wheel in Saskatchewan i n June,

1978 by staff of Vancouver's H.R. MacMillan Planetarium led to some

startling discoveries. No t only did the alignment no t work, but it

seems that the similarities in structure between the North American

medicine wheels and certain raegalithic sites in Great Britain have

implications and a level of importance far greater than had they been

merely astronomical."

Sound intriguing? W e hope you'll attend this month's General

Meeting to meet David and to hear of his findings in the field of

archaeo-astronoray.

Plus, at the March 12 meeting we are also planning to include—

a brief "Eclipse Slide Show." (W e are of course assuming everyone's

photographic attempts will in fact be successful. Thi s article is

being written one week before the eclipse, but by the time you read

this we'll all know whether or not the eclipse was a success or a

washout.)

Our time for the showing of eclipse photographs, however, will

be limited. W e will perhaps only have % hour or so at the end of the

meeting. Therefore , we will only be able to show 2 or 3 of the BEST

slides from each contributor, and then only from a dozen people or so

at most. However , this should be a good representative sampl e of

what promises to be literally hundreds of eclipse shots by Edmonton

Centre members. (W e hope!!)

We ask that anyone who wishes to present a few eclipse photos at

the March 12 meeting show up at the Planetarium at 7:15 P.M. wit h

your slides already organized. W e will then sort out and edit all

the potential contributions into a fairly fast-paced presentation

for later in the evening.
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However, the March 18 Observer's Corner meeting will be devoted

exclusively to eclipse reports, including all the photographs we can

look at and all the stories we can hear. (O f course if it turned out

to be cloudy, we may not want to be reminded of the whole affair !

C'est la vie! )

The Eclipse Round-up Observer's Corner will be held Sunday,

March 18, 1:30 P.M. Th e place is RM 445, Physics Bldg., 4th Floor,

U. of A. (Driv e down Saskatchewan Drive and use Lot E for parking.

Use the West Entrance t o the Physics Bldg.) Brin g your photographs,

anecdotes, tales of joy, tales of woe! Brin g a friend too - there's

lots of comfortable seats for everyone! Se e you there!

(If you want further information on how to get to the Observer's

Corner, and weren't at the February General Meeting for Ted's

illustrative directions; we'll have campus maps available at the

March 12 meeting. O R phone Mark Leenders, Observing Chairperson at

437-7410.)

Alan Dyer

OBSERVING NOTE S
Mercury ma y be glimpsed low in the west after sunset for the

first two weeks of the month.

Venus ca n be seen very low in the southeast before sunrise .

Earth encounter s the Vernal Equinox at 22:22 on the 20th.

Mars sorry , still hard to see due to solar glare .

Jupiter i s high in the southeast at sunset and sets before

sunrise.

Saturn rise s at sunset and sets at sunrise .
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This month watch for:
Jupiter 5 Nort h of the Moon on the 9th
Saturn 3° North of the moon on the 12th
Venus 2 Sout h of the moon on the 25th

The partial lunar eclipse of March 13 is not visible from Edmonton.

Paul Deans

NASA NEWS
NASA's first High Energy Astronomy Observatory (HEAO 1)

exhausted its supply of attitude control gas this week, ending a

17-month mission to survey and map X-ray sources throughout the sky.

Although HEAO 1 was designed for only a six-month lifetime (the

length of time required t o survey the entire sky), the quality of

data returned was so excellent that extnesions subsequently were

authorized.

HEAO 1 was the first of a three-mission program to study some of

the most intriguing mysteries of the universe—pulsars, quasars,

exploding galaxies and black holes in space. Th e second observatory ,

HEAO 2, was launched Nov. 13, 1978, and the third one is scheduled

for launch in September of this year. Th e HEAO project is managed by

NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.

Three important results fro m HEAO 1 to date are that:

The catalog of celestial X-ray sources has been increased by

HEAO 1 from the 350 previously know to a total of nearly

1,500.

A new black hole candidate was located near the Constellation

Scorpius, bringing the total to four. ( A black hole is a

massive star that has collapsed on itself t o a density so

great that not even light can escape.)
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A universal ho t plasma constituting a major fractio n of the

mass of the universe was discovered,-as well as a cloud of

of dust and gas with a mass equal to a million billion Sun s

enveloping a super-cluster of galaxies. Thi s discovery

suggests that there is probably sufficient mass to "close"

the universe (i.e. , preclude its expanding forever).

HEAO 1, which weighs 2,566 kilograms, has been orbiting the

Earth at approximately 444 kilometers. Rotatin g slowly end-over-end,

with one revolution about every 30 minutes, the satellite used a

gas thrust reaction control system to maintain proper sky-scanning

orientation s o that the solar arrays faced the Sun at all times to

provide electrical power for the observatory.

The spacecraft is expected to reenter the Earth1s atmosphere

in lata March and destroy itself.

ECLIPSE
KCET television, Public Broadcasting (educational television ,

Channel 28 , Los Angeles, California), is looking for good qualit y

16mm and 35mm motion picture footage (or broadcast quality videotape)

of the February 26, 1979 tota l solar eclipse. W e are seeking fil m

of th e eclipse as well as the "human interest" side of this event

(i.e. amateu r groups observing the eclipse, the affect of the

impending eclipse on wild-life and other creatures including man

responding to the phenomenon).

These film s may be used in the 13 part series on astronomy ,

entitled "COSMOS" (featurin g Cornell astronomer, Dr. Carl Sagan).

KCET-TV is producing thi s series for the Public Broadcasting System

and is scheduled to air in the spring of 1980. W e are seeking to
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dramatize the grandeur of such eclipses, and hint at the powerfu l

suggestions they must have been for our ancestors. Therefore , we are

interested in more than just images of the sun's disc being obscured.

The human side of eclipses, as well as the science, will be the

concern of our final sequence .

KCET is prepared to offer standard Public Broadcasting rates for

any film used in this series. I f you feel you have any film or

videotape which KCET "COSMOS" may be interested in using, please send;

a description of your film, your name, address and phone number to:

"COSMOS"
KCET-TV
4401 Sunse t Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 9002 7

ATTN: Stev e Wyskocil

or call: (213 ) 667-9417 between 9A and 5P PST Monday thru Friday

ETC
It was announced on January 21 that Pluto has been replaced as

the planet most remote from the sun. Tha t honor? now belongs not to

a newly-discovered planet , but to good old Neptune.

If you check the Handbook, you will see that there is a note to

the effect that Pluto will become #8 next year. Well , the true sit-

uation is actually slightly confusing becaus e you must take into

account the fact that Pluto's inclination t o the ecliptic is 17 . So ,

while the Handbook say s Pluto is further from us at opposition than

Neptune, the mathematics and mechanics of the situation dictate that

Neptune is now further from the sun than Pluto. So , for the next 19

years or so, you will have to careful when reeling off the names of

the planets, in order, from the Sun out.
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Well, the Great Eclipse is over, and all I can say is: " I told

you so!" Durin g th e past week or so I have met and talked to many of

you who were successful i n observing totality. ta And I must say that

I am not surprised at the number of you who were a) amazed at what you

saw, b) unable to properly describe it without resorting t o many

exclamations of joy and c) immediately thinkin g o f joining the ranks

of seasoned eclipse chasers by heading out for the next show of

totality.

Finally, a bookstore note. I t has been brought to my attention

that the elusive Volume 3  of Burnham!s Celestial Handbook is really

on its way. Yes , tha t mythical volume has been published and will

arrive in the near future at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium Book -

store. Bu t please, phone first before come pounding on the doors

just to make sure it's here.
Paul Dean s

It is with regret that we note the death of one

of the members of the Edmonton Centre. Jan e

Robertson had travelled to Manitoba t o watch

the total eclipse. Sh e was killed i n a car

accident just outside of Winnipeg. Th e

membership of the Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C.

extend their sympathy to Jane's family on the

loss of their daughter.



EVMOUTOM CEMTRE,  ROVAL  ASTRONOMICAL  SOC1ETV  OF  CANAVA

Anyone, interested in  the.  many  faaeets  oft  astronomy  can  $ind  opportu-
nities £or  sharing  and  increasing these  interests by  becoming  assoc-
iated with  the.  Edmonton  Centre  o&  the.  Royal  Astronomical  Society  o£
Canada. Membership  includes  complimentary  admission  t o tiie  Queen
Elizabeth Planetarium  a s well  a s /ie,ceiving  the.  annual  R.A.S.C.
ObteAveA'A Handbook,  STARDUST  (the.  monthly  newl&tteA  o&  the,  Edmonton
Czn&ie.) an d the.  Journal  [and  MeMlztteA)  o£  the,  R.A.S.C. pubtuhe.d
bi-monthly.

MeeXotg-A o£  the.  Ce,ntre,  one.  h&ld  a t the.  Planetarium  e.veAy  second Monday
o& each  month  (except July  an d August)  a t 8:00  pm. TheAe.  me.etingA
feature gueAt  4peafeeA4 who-be,  topic* cover  al l a&pectA  o&  amateur  an d

oA&tonomy

The. Observer*  A Group  o£  the,  Edmonton  Ce,ntre.  me.et&  on  alternate,  Sunday*
at the,  UyiiverAity  o&  Alberta  o n the.  4t h Floor  ojj the.  Physic*  Building.
Ant/one interested  i n the,  many  aApe,ct&  o£  observational  astronomy  i&
invite,d to  attend.  For  details ofi  meetings  and  times, please,  call  the
Observing Chairperson,

Enquiries regarding  membership  in  the  Edmonton  Centre  may  be directed
toioards the  President  or  the  Treasurer,  or  come  to  a  regular  monthly
meeting and  enquire at  that  time.
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